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Contango Oil & Gas (MCF) 
 
Description 
 
Contango Oil & Gas (“Contango” or “MCF") is a small, well-managed, conservatively financed U.S. oil and gas 
exploration and production ("E&P”) company. The company’s common equity is trading approximately 85% lower 
than three years ago, due primarily to (1) a collapse in oil prices and continued skepticism that oil will recover above 
$50 per barrel, (2) a geographic and production mix viewed as inferior to single-play oil frackers, and (3) limited 
analyst coverage and a ~$150M market cap.  

In spite of resilient cash flows and a stunningly low-cost acquisition of top tier acreage in the Permian Basin last July, 
current valuation levels for Contango are at thirteen-year lows. Contango shares are currently selling at 0.5x PV-10 
value of 12/31/16 PDP reserves and at 2.7x estimated 2017 EBITDA.  

The market is assuming that Contango’s business is broken with oil prices under $50 and nat gas less than 
$3.00, and/or that microcap U.S. E&Ps in general are permanently impaired.  

In contrast to the market, I believe that Contango equity will provide significant returns in 2017 at current WTI and nat 
gas strips. Contango is unique among small independent oil and gas production companies given its low debt, 
disciplined management, excellent assets, and predictable high margin cash flows from legacy offshore gas 
production. With ample liquidity, no outstanding bonds and significant capacity on its revolving credit facility, the 
company has considerable flexibility to restart its drilling program and pursue strategic acquisitions like its recent 
Permian purchase.  

Contango shares are likely multi-baggers several years out should the WTI strip prove too conservative. While oil 
markets the last six weeks have once again been cowering in fear due to concerns of U.S. oversupply, investors 
appear to have temporarily lost focus on the inevitable; tightening global inventories led by OPEC production cuts, 
non-OPEC production declines and continued oil demand growth are setting the stage for a significant oil price rally in 
2017 as oil markets balance.  

Contango’s current valuation is compelling - even assuming today’s strip is an accurate forecast. A significant gap 
exists between the company’s current enterprise value ($245M) and projected PV-10 (PDPs only, current strip) at the 
end of the year ($138M). Assuming no equity issuance nor monetization of any hedging gains, that gap represents a 
$4.22 increase in intrinsic value per share in 2017 on a stock currently trading at $5.95 per share - or 72% upside. 
Pricing increases above the current WTI strip represent potentially significant further equity appreciation at Contango.   
 
Contango equity offers asymmetric returns of 75% – 100% upside in 2017 and is well-positioned to accrue value at an 
accelerated pace beyond ’17 due to a cyclical upturn in oil. The downside is limited; Contango currently trades at half 
of liquidation value and $4.19 was the floor in the stock in early 2016 when oil briefly touched $26 per barrel - well 
prior to Contango’s transformative deal in the Permian.  
 
I believe price support exists for the shares at levels approximating today’s stock price due to (a) valuation, (b) 
imminent draws in U.S. crude inventories, and (3) supportive major equity holders in Oaktree Capital Management, 
which owns 5.1% of outstanding equity and has a board seat, and Ariel Investments, which owns approximately 
14.8% of the common.  
 
The Contango CEO owns 1% of the common and management in aggregate owns 3.5% of the company.  
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Management’s strategy is to essentially use the company’s offshore natural gas production as a cash cow to fund its 
onshore development and acquisition activities. 
 
Stock is issued very sparingly; prior to the company selling 5 million shares for proceeds of ~ $50 million last year to 
buy 5000 net Permian acres (later adjusted to 6600 net acres) at an extremely good price, the last equity sale of any 
kind by the company was an issuance of $30M of preferred stock to private investors back in 2007. In each year from 
2008 to 2015, Contango bought back its shares in the open market. 
 
Contango uses the successful efforts method of accounting and reserves auditors are Netherland Sewell (onshore) 
and William Cobb (offshore).  
 
Production and reserves in 2016 were roughly split 60% offshore and 40% onshore with a product mix of 
approximately 74% natural gas and 26% liquids – a high nat gas mix consistent with the cessation of all new onshore 
oil drilling activities at the end of 2014. Management intends to significantly increase oil production in the Permian in 
2017 and beyond. For 2017, the company has nat gas swaps on 50% of its PDPs at $3.51 and has similarly hedged 
54% of PDP crude production at $53.95. 
 
Contango's debt as of 12/31/2016 was $54.4 million, entirely drawn from an RBC revolving credit of $140 million that 
matures in October of 2019. The next redetermination date is 5/1/2017 and no changes are expected. Contango's 
debt has favorable interest terms at LIBOR +, and the weighted average interest rate for the company in Q3 ’16 
quarter was approximately 3.9%. Debt to EBITDAX using Q3-16 as a run rate was approximately 1.8x; interest 
coverage is a non-issue. Contango plans to fund their 2017 capital program with internally generated cash flows. With 
low leverage and strong coverage, Contango stands out among its peers. 

The 2016 10-K has not yet been published at the time of this write-up, but as of December 31, 2015, Contango had 
net operating loss (NOL) carryforwards of $140.4 million. 

 
Investment Thesis 
 

On a fundamental basis, Contango shares are compelling for several reasons, most notably:  

1. The market is currently making no distinction between small well-managed E&Ps with capital discipline 
and overleveraged poorly managed operators - in spite of a multi-year cyclical recovery ahead:  

Like many small E&Ps this cycle, Contango has had to write down impaired assets. However, compared to many 
overleveraged peers, the impact of these impairments on Contago has been negligible. To the extent that an 
impairment charge at a small cap E&P has become toxic for investors, the actual impairments at Contango - triggered 
by the oil price collapse and subsequent qualitative assessments related to FASB’s ASC 932 – represent an 
exploitable, pro-cyclical bias for investors willing to drill down a bit further into the company’s reserves.  

The market clearly does not appreciate the benefit of Contango having a strong balance sheet at this point in the 
cycle. Should concerns about oil prices persist, the company can once again pause its onshore drilling program and 
use the cash flows from its legacy gas production to acquire more distressed assets. Conversely, if the cyclical upturn 
in oil markets arrives sooner than consensus expects, Contango’s operations can accelerate and capture additional 
value.  

I believe no other small cap E&P is as well-positioned to easily and organically add back reserves - without taking on 
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debt - by simply drilling a few more wells in the Southern Delaware region of the Permian Basin today, and as oil 
prices grind higher in 2017, in the Muddy Sandstone Formation in Wyoming and the Woodbine, Buda and Eagle Ford 
formations in Texas as well. 

2. Recent evidence of global oil supply declines is becoming too difficult to ignore:   

OPEC’s decision to cut production on January 1 was significant, since the primary reason the oil markets were in 
surplus in 2015 and 2016 was increased production out of OPEC countries. As oil demand increases, non-OPEC 
production declines continue and OPEC also reduces supply, oil markets will balance in mid-2017. U.S. shale alone 
will be unable to expand quickly enough in the short-term to fill this gap. Nonetheless, the most recent market 
sentiment on oil prices has become unrealistically bearish. I believe that makes this a particularly opportune time to 
focus on small, well-managed U.S. E&Ps that should have asymmetric returns. 

3. Misperception that unconventional drilling in the U.S. is economically unsustainable: 

I believe the odds are high that there will be a significant supply deficit in global oil markets within the next two years. 

The decline curve, the cancellation of ~ $700B in industry capex, increasing demand in emerging markets as well as 
declines in non-OPEC production mean the world will need U.S. unconventional shale oil production to thrive for the 
foreseeable future. No other region of the world will be able to produce as much oil as quickly, and for U.S. E&Ps, the 
industry's competitive dynamics are much improved relative to the past. 

The idea that all shale companies have questionable economics is nonsense.  Well-level recycle ratios for producers 
with excellent assets are outstanding - even after being adjusted to account for increased service pricing, 
infrastructure spending, and more G&A. Shale companies beat every competing resource outside of the Gulf 
countries’ conventional land drilling and a handful of offshore projects.  And even if shale and conventional projects 
had similar recycle ratios, shale would have superior IRRs due to faster project cycle times.  These companies have 
achieved strategic importance in a massive, highly competitive industry.  

Well-level recycle ratios at the most advantaged E&Ps create IRRs and NPVs that would compete for capital among 
projects in almost any industry outside of enterprise software. Yet the massive recent productivity gains achieved at 
many E&Ps - specifically in terms of EURs per 1000 ft of lateral - and significant delineation success in expanding 
asset bases across the more prolific plays is being greeted by the market today with extreme skepticism…or in some 
cases is being ignored altogether, crowded out by breathless headlines about OPEC. 

A lack of free cash flow among the most aggressive large independent U.S. E&Ps should not indict all businesses in 
the sector. The early development of significant future PDPs (Proved Developed Producing reserves, or cash-flowing 
oil fields), requires significant upfront investment. But not all E&P management teams pursue production growth at the 
expense of economic returns. 

To be clear, I don't want to oversell unconventional E&Ps too much, and I am no apologist for the sector. These 
companies are no See’s Candy; business is still cyclical and capital-intensive. If pricing power exists, it is relative, not 
absolute. And these companies still earn inadequate returns at the bottom of the cycle.   

But I am nonetheless bullish on the role that U.S. shale producers are carving out for themselves in the global supply 
market, and I do not think it is being fully appreciated by the market. I am bullish on oil prices in no small way because 
for the last two years, exclusive of Saudi and Iran, the supply side of this industry has been decimated with a speed 
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and scale that exceeds the carnage of the 1980s - even though the difference between supply and demand today is 
much smaller.    

So my contrarian view is that if a company holds a deep inventory of attractive opportunities with high IRRs, they 
should spend every dollar they can intelligently deploy to execute those projects and grow their asset base as much 
as possible – specifically to set the stage for significant cash flows.   

4. Contango already had under-appreciated reserves prior to the oil price collapse:  

In 2015, Contango’s total unproved onshore assets totaled $1.26 Billion (PV-10 using $75 WTI and $3.50 natural 
gas). While subsequent accounting impairments at Contango have obscured the significance of the company’s 
resource base, the economics of the company’s assets under higher oil prices will inevitably demonstrate significant 
improvements to that prior reserve assessment due to significant new Permian assets.  
 
Beyond those Permian assets, converting the unproved potential of the Muddy Sandstone in Wyoming and/or 
beginning to develop the Buda and Eagle Ford - assuming a strip approaching $70 WTI – could theoretically expand 
the company’s PV-10 by $1 billion. And for investors today, just half of that would be a home run. 

5. A transformative low-cost acquisition of significant acreage in the prolific Southern Delaware region of the 
Permian Basin in West Texas:  

Contango ceased new drilling at the end of 2014, unwilling to put growth capital to work in a low-price environment, 
and since 2015 directed capital expenditures towards de-risking its inventory of resource potential while waiting for 
attractive acquisitions. In July of 2016, management found one such opportunity, paying $25 million for 5,000 net 
acres (since adjusted to 6,600 net acres) in the most economical and prolific oil play in North America.  

In 2016 the company sold 5 million shares of stock to raise $50 million to assist in closing this acquisition. I believe 
the dilution will be more than worth it, as drilling in the Delaware Basin will dramatically increase Contango’s proved 
reserves and increase high IRR cash flow. Currently, Contango plans to drill up to 10 wells in this new acreage by the 
end of 2017. At the current strip, management believes it can achieve 40% IRRs on each new Permian well. Offset 
wells imply this guidance may be conservative.  

Each new Permian well is worth 4.8x the PV-10 value of a well in the company’s next most prolific acreage. The vast 
majority of this new acreage is contiguous and the company estimates that 85% to 90% of the new acreage is 
developable with 10k foot laterals. 

This acquisition was significant qualitatively, too. It should mitigate prior investor concerns about the company being 
spread too thin or “over-diversified” throughout the country, as it is now clear where the company intends to focus it 
efforts for the foreseeable future. Asset focus is no longer a problem. The Permian deal has also removed any 
lingering investor uncertainty about operating priority, as it clearly identifies the highest return opportunities over the 
next two to three years, which should increase the ease of predicting the company’s drilling economics with a high 
degree of confidence. 

In contrast to other distressed peers that had shotgun marriages the last two years, this deal was entirely 
opportunistic for Contango. In spite of stopping all new drilling in late 2014, by mid 2016 management had 
successfully cut its 2015 losses in half and was on a path to breaking even (exclusive of hedging and impairments) 
before this deal arose.  This is an accomplishment that few if any other micro cap E&Ps can claim during this cycle. 
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Most impressive, however, was that Contango paid only $5,000 per acre in this acquisition. This compares to recent 
deals adjacent to Contango’s acreage done at $25,000 to $35,000 per acre.  For instance: 

Contango's closest neighbor in the Permian, Halcon Resouces (HK), recently emerged from bankruptcy. On January 
24, 2017, HK bought 20,901 net acres in the Southern Delaware Basin for $400M.  

This property borders Contango’s new acreage. Of twelve wells immediately adjacent to Contango's property in the 
Permian, Halcon owns seven. Halcon paid approximately $19,000 per acre for their real estate, while Contango only 
paid $5,000.  

Other recent relevant Southern Delaware transactions (with prices adjusted to exclude midstream and infrastructure 
assets) include:  

July 2016: Diamondback bought 19,180 acres from Luxe for $27,372 per acre  

July 2016: Silver Run bought 42,500 acres from Centennial at $34,884 per acre  

October 2016: Oxy bought 35,000 acres from J. Cleo for $39,751 per acre  

December 2016: Callon bought 16,098 acres from Ameredev for $32,228 per acre  

December 2016: Diamondback bought 76,319 acres from Brigham for $24,224 per acre  

January 2017: Parsley Energy bought 5,200 acres from Apache for $30,962 per acre  

January 2017: Noble Energy bought 71,000 acres from Clayton Williams for $30,986 per acre  

Clearly, Contango's purchase price of $5,000 per acre is significantly below the average price of ~ $31,500 per acre 
for other recent Southern Delaware transactions. While that could suggest inflated acreage values in the Permian, it 
also unequivocally demonstrates the significance of Contango's Permian deal – especially when it comes to 
guaranteeing low F&D costs and therefore enabling high recycle ratios for the company over the life of this new play.
  

Valuations 

Every E&P analyst has their own biases and preferences.  

I am including six different valuation approaches below – some that I prefer, and others that different energy investors 
may rely on. 
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Valuation #1: Liquidation Value 

The current PV-10 for Contango on a five-year strip is $300 million. Currently, the company trades at market cap of 
$150 million. 

In other words, Contango is currently trading at half of liquidation value. 

And I believe that is all I need to say about that. 

 

Valuation #2: PDPs 

 

Commentary: Contango’s PDP reserves will increase significantly in 2017 due to the Permian acquisition. This growth 
in NAV is related to increased PDPs specifically, and because of low debt and an exclusive focus in the Permian in 
2017, it will be an excellent proxy for the economic value Contango adds in the context of how much capital it has 
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spent to do so. As such, the company’s intrinsic value should increase proportionately. 

Another way to think about the importance of intelligently growing PDPs here: 

For $25M, Contango will grow onshore PDPs from $51M on 12/31/16 (strip pricing) to approximately $138M (my 
estimate) by the end of 2017, assuming 10 Permian wells and a type curve derived from an average of 20 offset 
wells. This 171% increase in PDPs should, arguably, be an good rough proxy for the expected share price 
performance of MCF in 2017. Less debatable is that Contango would be spending $25M to increase its PDP value by 
approximately $87M. So for every $1.00 the company spent to acquire Permian acreage, Contango should create 
$2.48 in value as captured by increased Proved Developed Reserves during at the current strip. 
 
And here is the math behind that valuation gap between the company’s EV and expected PDP mentioned on page 
one: 
 

  
    

Valuation #3: Back of the Envelope NAV 
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Commentary: With regards to the Cash line item above, please note that Contango rarely holds any cash balance, 
preferring instead to pay down its revolver daily to reduce interest charges. 

At NAV of $6.60 per share you're effectively paying $150 million for $301 million in Proved Reserves, or $1,974 per 
net acre and $4.89 per boe, which includes...   

� 6,600 net mostly contiguous undeveloped operated acres in Southern Delaware Basin (200 gross drilling locations); 
� 17k net Eagle Ford / Eaglebine acres (112 drilling locations); 
� 39k net Muddy acres (Weston County, WY) (227 drilling locations); 
� 14k net Woodbine acres (Madison and Grimes counties, TX) (46 locations); 
� 37% of 645 gross productive largely dry gas wells in Exaro Energy, operating in Jonah Field in WY; and 
� free cash flow producing, low maintenance, low depletion-decline (10% per year) gas production… 
 
…and putting these assets in the hands of a disciplined management team with low debt near the bottom of a multi-
year recovery in oil prices. 
 

Valuation #4: Price per Flowing BOEPD 

 

Valuation #5: EBITDAX 

To greatly simplify: 
 
In Q3 2016, Contango did (LTM) Adjusted EBITDAX of $35M…but they haven't drilled new wells in two years and 
were in a trough in oil prices. 
 
I estimate Contango can do ~$55M in EBITDAX (at the current strip) in 2017, assuming management meets its goal 
of ten wells in the Permian by the end of the year.  In addition, assuming they another 10 Permian wells in 2018, I 
estimate EBITDAX in 2018 will be ~$90M. 
 
Assuming those estimates, Contango is currently trading at ~ 4.3x 2016 EBITDAX, 2.7x expected EBITDAX in 2017, 
and 1.7x expected EBITDA in 2018. Which is nuts. 
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Valuation #6: Comps 

 
 
Commentary: If Contango was trading at the average level of the three primary competitors, its stock price would be 
approximately $14 per share, or 125% above the current share price. 
 
In addition, Contango peers SWTF and SGY recently emerged from bankruptcy. Read into that what you will about 
the relative quality of those management teams; I believe it makes the current valuation discount at Contango that 
much more unwarranted. 
 
In addition, Contango's closest neighbor in the Permian, Halcon Resouces (HK), recently emerged from bankruptcy 
and currently trades at 26 times EV/EBITDA. 
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Catalysts 
 
Additional acquisitions; quicker and/or steeper oil price recovery than consensus; further evidence of material 
degradation in non-OPEC supply; extension of current OPEC production cuts.  
 
 
Risks 
 
The major risk to Contango, aside from a sustained long-term collapse in oil and nat gas prices, is poor capital 
allocation. Any unproductive or uneconomic capital spending which resulted in lower than expected production and/or 
reserve growth at higher than expected cost should be considered a material risk. But this risk seems low probability 
and/or more than captured in the company’s future stock price. 
  
 
 
 


